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The Read with Me Bible: Children love it. Parents trust it. Action-packed with full-color art, this

storybook Bible contains Old and New Testament sections and brings 106 best-loved Bible stories

to life. Children will love reading it with you or to you. The Read with Me Bible is based on the New

International Readerâ€™s Version (NIrV) that uses simpler words and shorter sentences making the

text easy to read and understand.
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The Popular Read With Me Bible Is Better Than Ever! The updated Read With Me Bible features an

eye-catching new cover and lots of new artwork.Parents and kids alike are instantly drawn to the

Read With Me Bible for its outstanding, action-filled artwork by Dennis Jones. Mom and Dad love

the way their kids respond to the bold, humorous depictions of Bible characters, and

easy-to-understand stories. And now this beloved Bible storybook for 4-to-8-year-olds is updated,

with even more artwork, a new typeface, and a fresh, eye-catching cover. Like the original, the new

version features separate Old Testament and New Testament sections and contains 106 Bible

stories based on the New International Reader's Version? (NIrV--The NIV for Kids!).Reading to

young children helps foster strong emotional bonds. Spending time together discussing the stories

and interacting with the pictures also helps kids internalize the Word of God. Younger children will

enjoy studying the pictures and watching the words as parents read them; early readers may want



to read the stories on their own.Christian parents are always in the market for creatively designed,

value-priced Bible storybooks for young children. They want a sound biblical message, but they

want it packaged in a novel, state-of-the-art way. The Read With Me Bible has a proven track record

of strong popularity with consumers--and the updated version promises to build on this

success.Dennis Jones did caricatures at Opryland in his college days. He lives in with his wife and

children in Indiana.Now available in both bonded leather and hardcover.? Comparing these two

trusted translations will give readers new insights into the meaning of Scripture.Based on customer

requests, the NASB/NIV Parallel Bible is now available in a bonded leather edition as well as

hardcover. Those who want to gain a better understanding of the Bible's original meaning and its

precise wording and grammar will welcome the NASB/NIV Parallel Bible. Bringing together two

acclaimed translations with distinctly different approaches, this Bible places side-by-side

corresponding Scripture passages of the New International Version and the updated New American

Standard Bible, allowing readers to compare and contrast. The result: insights that otherwise would

be missed, gleaned from the shades of meaning this Bible brings to the forefront.The NASB/NIV

Parallel Bible features the 1995 edition of the NASB, updated to make for easier reading of today's

most literal word-for-word translation by replacing out-of-date words such as thee and thou with

contemporary language. It also features the most popular modern translation, the NIV, to provide a

meaning-for-meaning or thought-for-thought approach that presents the intended message of

Scripture in an accurate, highly readable format. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

Dennis Jones did caricatures at Opryland in his college days. He lives in with his wife and children

in Indiana

Beautifully illustrated to keep young people interested in the stories and instill a love for the Word of

God. As an adult, I enjoy the basic stories and illustrations, too! I teach first grade at a private school

and placed one on the classroom bookcase. The students daily argued for a turn with this bible, so I

ordered one for each student to keep at their own desk! The illustrations encourage/help beginning

readers. The vocabulary is appropriate for the target age. My college and high school aged

daughters had this Bible and have fond memories of it. Both love God's Word still. I highly

recommend it.

We've owned 3 copies of this book because we keep wearing ours out from so much use. This is



really the only modern Bible storybook we have found that had text that was worth anything. Most

story Bibles do a plain bad job re-telling the stories. Errors abound!My children have all enjoyed the

pictures in this Bible storybook - they are more like caricatures and they captivate!Another good

option would be something by Kenneth Taylor. (The Bible in Pictures for Little Eyes Kenneth N.

Taylor)

I was looking for a children's Bible with colorful illustrations and this one is great. It is the NIV

version and covers most of the readings you would expect from a children's Bible. The cover is

hardback, the paper pages are slightly shiny with vivid colors and durable. It warped the pages a

little bit when water spilt on them, but the pages did not stick together or bleed; in fact it looks almost

new even though well-read. The words are more elementary in language and helpful for my older

one learning to read and better understand the lessons. The illustrations are very animated, so the

emotions in the story are conveyed much more than in our other kid Bible, which shows everyone

smiling all the time. It's hard to express the sacrifices witnessed when the characters don't even

look upset. We are pleased with this Bible and it should last until they are ready for a more mature

version.

As a pastor, I was very interested in comparing the different offerings of children's Bible. This book

was our choice. We started reading it to our oldest boy (now 7) when he was born--that's right even

before he could speak, for we felt that listening to Scripture is even more important than having a

baby listening to classical music. Every night we would read through at least 3 stories and pray. We

repeated the same thing with our other two boys--the youngest is now 2. We're constantly being

approached by the kids' Sunday School teachers how much they're amazed all our kids know the

Bible. In fact, our oldest graduated to Selina Hastings' The Children's Illustrated Bible (rated for

ages 9-12; ISBN 978-1564584724) when he was 5, and his younger brothers actually love listening

to him reading his Bible as well--I suspect because they have build a good foundation for biblical

understanding through this Read with Me Bible from Zondervan. One last note, we love this Bible so

much that we repeatedly buy multiple copies from  to give away to other families with young children

and new parents.

a great bible for our 5 year old grandson. He enjoys and understands this one. It also gives pointers

on how to lead small children to the Lord. Just a really good book.



Our church purchased multiple copies of this book to give out at the end of Vacation Bible School to

the families who had came. What a blessing it was! I was afraid that it might be too immature for the

older kids (ages 9-10), but their families reported that they had read it, stayed VERY interested, and

were telling them their favorite stories. The children who attended were between the ages of 3 all

the way to 17. The artist, Dennis Jones, is truly God-inspired. He has such wonderful talent- the

pictures are incredibly interesting and often tell more about the Bible story than is even revealed in

the text of this Bible. This book also contains a glossary at the end of the book to explain words that

the children would not understand, but should- "Words You Should Know." I love the breadth of

material that is in this collection. Many stories that aren't usually included in Bible story collections

are here. There are 58 Old Testament stories and 47 New Testament stories, ranging from one

page to eight pages long. Most pages have only 6-8 lines of text and a vivid picture displayed. I

have a four year old who reads, and she can read this book with some help on some of the larger

words. It is a well-written, accurate, and captivating book. I highly recommend its use with children

to learn many of the good stories in the Bible.

I originally bought this children's Bible when our boys were little. We read it so much that the pages

started falling out. I then purchased a second one. The pages also started falling out. I remember

our youngest boy would sit with this book for long periods of time looking through the pages at the

pictures as he was reading it. Good memories. We now have a three year old girl (our boys are 17

and 19) and I just had to find this little Bible and buy it again! The pictures are well done, the Bible

gives enough information that the kids learn and great discussion always follows as we look over

the pictures. I LOVE it and am SO GLAD it is still in print!!! The BEST children's Bible I have

seen...and I have purchased several of them! ...and if the pages start falling out again...I'll buy

another. I'm not sure if it is all the use the kids put it through or the glue they use. To me, it's worth

it!

Nice illustrations and text--a bit more condensed than I had expected but fun book for preschool

age.
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